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A Happy Pocket Full Of Money Your Quantum Leap
Into The Understanding Having And Enjoying Of
Immense Wealth And Happiness
Wealth Beyond Reason was written for those who have a strong desire for Prosperity, and
want it to come quickly and naturally. By taking a scientific approach to explaining the
sometimes metaphysically-categorized "Law of Attraction", anyone of any background
can claim the Life they truly want to live, without limitations of any kind. Created with
skeptics in mind, this book gives you a full understanding of nature's most prevalent
physical law, and shows you precisely how to purposefully utilize it in the you were
intended: To create 100% of your Life experience, exactly as you most passionately
desire!
A handful of grain is found in the pocket of a murdered businessman...Rex Fortescue,
king of a financial empire, was sipping tea in his 'counting house' when he suffered an
agonising and sudden death. On later inspection, the pockets of the deceased were found
to contain traces of cereals.Yet, it was the incident in the parlour which confirmed Jane
Marple's suspicion that here she was looking at a case of crime by rhyme...
Offers guidance in using the principles of the "law of attraction" to attain physical and
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financial well-being.
New York Times best-selling author and comedian-turned-motivational speaker, Kyle
Cease, shows how your obsession with money is actually preventing you from living the
life of your dreams. "I can't afford that." "Now's not the right time . . . I need to save up."
"Quit my job? Are you nuts?!" Sound familiar? Money is one of the biggest excuses we
make to not go after what we really want. Our fixation with money--the desire for more
of it, and the fear of not having enough of it--is often really just a longing to feel safe. But
this obsession with money is coming at a much bigger cost: our sanity, our creativity, our
freedom, and our ability to step into our true power. This book is about eliminating the
need to seek safety through the illusion of money, and learning to see ourselves for the
perfection that we are--so that we can bring our gifts to the world in an authentic way,
and allow ourselves to receive massive, true abundance as a result. Kyle Cease has heard
excuses like the ones above countless times at his live events, and he has shown people
how to completely break through them. In The Illusion of Money, he shares his own
experiences as well as practical tools to help readers understand their ingrained beliefs
and attachments to money, and how they can tap into our infinite assets and talents.
"After 25 years as a successful comedian, actor, transformational speaker, author and
junior-league amateur bowler, I've experienced many times how chasing money is not an
effective way to create an abundant and fulfilling life. The most alive I've ever felt was
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after I left my comedy career at its peak to become a transformational speaker. I left tons
of guaranteed money and so-called security for a complete unknown. It was
terrifying--but what was on the other side of that terror was a completely different life that
is not only more abundant financially, but has more freedom, more ease, more passion,
more impact and more joy." -- Kyle Cease
The Illusion of Money
Pocket Full of Dennis the Menace
White Spells
Happy
A Pocket Full of Kisses
A Pocket Full of Seeds
Designing Your Life
“After years of debate and inquiry, the key to a great marriage
remained shrouded in mystery. Until now...”—Carol Dweck, author of
Mindset: The New Psychology of Success Eli J. Finkel's insightful and
ground-breaking investigation of marriage clearly shows that the best
marriages today are better than the best marriages of earlier eras.
Indeed, they are the best marriages the world has ever known. He
presents his findings here for the first time in this lucid, inspiring
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guide to modern marital bliss. The All-or-Nothing Marriage reverse
engineers fulfilling marriages—from the “traditional” to the utterly
nontraditional—and shows how any marriage can be better. The
primary function of marriage from 1620 to 1850 was food, shelter,
and protection from violence; from 1850 to 1965, the purpose
revolved around love and companionship. But today, a new kind of
marriage has emerged, one oriented toward self-discover, self-esteem,
and personal growth. Finkel combines cutting-edge scientific research
with practical advice; he considers paths to better communication and
responsiveness; he offers guidance on when to recalibrate our
expectations; and he even introduces a set of must-try “lovehacks.”
This is a book for the newlywed to the empty nester, for those
thinking about getting married or remarried, and for anyone looking
for illuminating advice that will make a real difference to getting the
most out of marriage today.
A simple yet powerful guide to finding your happiness with tools that
are already at your disposal. With three easy to remember concepts,
you will easily improve your life and the lives of those around you.
What is the coronavirus, and why is everyone talking about it?
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Engagingly illustrated by Axel Scheffler, this approachable and timely
book helps answer these questions and many more, providing children
aged 5-10 and their parents with clear and accessible explanations
about the coronavirus and its effects - both from a health perspective
and the impact it has on a family’s day-to-day life. With input from
expert consultant Professor Graham Medley of the London School of
Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, as well as advice from teachers and
child psychologists, this is a practical and informative resource to help
explain the changes we are currently all experiencing. The book is
free to read and download, but Nosy Crow would like to encourage
readers, should they feel in a position to, to make a donation to:
https://www.nhscharitiestogether.co.uk/
Readable in fifty-eight minutes: Traditional Eastern wisdom and reallife business experience come together in this brief and practical
guide, which offers a step-by-step plan that will help readers adopt a
more successful way of working and living. KARMIC MANAGEMENT
is a little book with a revolutionary message. It turns traditional
business mentality on its head by stating simply that helping others
become successful—suppliers, customers, even competitors—is the
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real key to success in life as well as in business. Drawing from their
own entrepreneurial experiences, the authors explain how, in eight
basics steps that take less than one hour in total, readers can learn to
apply KARMIC MANAGEMENT to meet goals, both personal and
professional. Each lesson opens with a quotation from a Buddhist text
and explains how it applies to life and work in the twenty-first
century. The authors show readers how to identify the things that
aren’t working for them, discover their most valuable assets, and use
their new insights to improve the lives of others. To-do lists
throughout the book provide practical tools and exercises, and reallife examples highlight the power of KARMIC MANAGEMENT to make
dreams come true.
Revised Edition
Pocketful of Posies
A Pocket Full of Rye
A Pocket Guide
World of Happy Pocket Library
Pocket Full of Posies
Happy Money
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In the 7 Habits series, international bestselling author Stephen R. Covey showed
us how to become as effective as it is possible to be. In his long-awaited new
book, THE 8th HABIT, he opens up an entirely new dimension of human potential,
and shows us how to achieve greatness in any position and any venue. All of us,
Covey says, have within us the means for greatness. To tap into it is a matter of
finding the right balance of four human attributes: talent, need, conscience and
passion. At the nexus of these four attributes is what Covey calls voice - the
unique, personal significance we each possess. Covey exhorts us all to move
beyond effectiveness into the realm of greatness - and he shows us how to do
so, by engaging our strengths and locating our powerful, individual voices. Why
do we need this new habit? Because we have entered a new era in human
history. The world is a profoundly different place than when THE 7 HABITS OF
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE was originally published in 1989. The challenges
and complexity we face today are of a different order of magnitude. We enjoy far
greater autonomy in all areas of our lives, and along with this freedom comes the
expectation that we will manage ourselves, instead of being managed by others.
At the same time, we struggle to feel engaged, fulfilled and passionate. Tapping
into the higher reaches of human genius and motivation to find our voice
requires a new mindset, a new skill-set, a new tool-set - in short, a whole new
habit.
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How wonderful could your life be if you were just a little happier? How much
more amazing would it be if you were even happier than that? In this exciting
pocket-guide to creating happiness, international coach, speaker and adventurer
Skyler Shah takes you on a step-by-step journey to living a happier life, no matter
how happy you already are. With experiments, illustrations and over 50
challenging questions to help you to begin shifting out of unhappiness; this book
provides you with the resources to truly begin to live the life you want by starting
at the most important place. Happiness. About Skyler Shah: Skyler Shah
navigates the world of personal development uniquely. By swapping dull,
template and superficial coaching, for engaging, energising and often
experiential and adventure-based coaching, he creates 'unrealistic' results with
his clients who benefit from his varied trainings including NLP and
Hypnotherapy. Of his numerous careers he has enjoyed sharing on-track time
with Olympic Gold Medallists, Piloting RAF Aircraft, International Modelling and
working with Motorsport Champions. In February 2015 his TEDx talk, 'Do
something incredible, live your dream' encouraged every listener to pick up a
coloured pen and begin with happiness.
This book is a collection of my "Thought of the Day" posts of inspiring
information, thoughts and questions to create a happier life.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • At last, a book that shows you how to
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build—design—a life you can thrive in, at any age or stage Designers create worlds
and solve problems using design thinking. Look around your office or home—at
the tablet or smartphone you may be holding or the chair you are sitting in.
Everything in our lives was designed by someone. And every design starts with a
problem that a designer or team of designers seeks to solve. In this book, Bill
Burnett and Dave Evans show us how design thinking can help us create a life
that is both meaningful and fulfilling, regardless of who or where we are, what we
do or have done for a living, or how young or old we are. The same design
thinking responsible for amazing technology, products, and spaces can be used
to design and build your career and your life, a life of fulfillment and joy,
constantly creative and productive, one that always holds the possibility of
surprise.
It Works! The Famous Little Red Book that Makes Your Dreams Come True...
A Pocket Full of Cheer
Pocket Full of Do
Pocketful of Us
How the Best Marriages Work
The Book Thief
Love Money, Money Loves You
This small book provides a blueprint for a life beyond your wildest dreams. It is a primer
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for achieving wealth, loaded with the most salient prosperity wisdom of the last hundred
years. The content is further enhanced by thoughtful exercises that will aid readers in
their personal success journeys. Each of the chapters focuses on one of the twelve
principles, and includes selections of writings from the worldʼs greatest prosperity
teachers, including Napoleon Hill, James Allen, Norman Vincent Peale, Maxwell Maltz,
Neville, and many more. Those principles are: Goals Dreams Perseverance Growth
Self-Confidence Imagination Self-Talk Master Minds Play Decisions Taking Action
Giving Back
Charles Darwin, George Washington Carver, and Jane Goodall were once curious kids
with pockets full of treasures! When you find something strange and wonderful, do you
put it in your pocket? Meet nine scientists who, as kids, explored the great outdoors and
collected "treasures": seedpods, fossils, worms, and more. Observing, sorting, and
classifying their finds taught these kids scientific skills--and sometimes led to
groundbreaking discoveries. Author Heather Montgomery has all the science flair of a
new Bill Nye. Book includes the Heather's tips for responsible collecting.
- OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK - "He couldn't remember who, but someone once told
him that you never stop learning. This was definitely true for Sam and the colourful
creatures living in his top pocket." A Pocket Full of Cheer follows Sam, from A Pocket
Full of Colours, as he learns even more about the emotional creatures living in his top
pocket and how he can manage these pesky feelings. In this story, Sam meets Grey, a
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new creature who is really making Sam feel insecure. Cheer him on as he learns how
he can live with Grey by using just a little bit of positivity. Sam also learns the valuable
lesson that everyone has their own colourful creatures and, if you work hard enough,
you can create new ones too! - Reading Level - This book best suits children aged 5-8,
but can be enjoyed by children aged 3-10. It can be used both at home and in school to
support children's learning and understanding of their emotions. - FREE BONUS - Get
access to FREE resources and activities that will support your child's learning alongside
both this story and A Pocket Full of Colours. See inside the book to find out where you
can download them from! - About the Author - Joe Starling is releasing his second
children's book, which he has written and illustrated. His detailed writing makes it easy
to understand emotions clearly and his simplistic illustrations highlight the message on
every page.
If you believe that you have to struggle, save, work hard, and carefully invest in order to
achieve financial security̶then this book will change your mind and life forever. In The
One Command, Asara Lovejoy introduces a new, simple process for tapping into your
powerful mind to attract wealth. The six-step process will allow you to instantly stop
your fearful negative thinking in its tracks, and reach the peaceful mental state of theta,
from where you can naturally draw wealth and happiness to you. Asara says we all
have the power within us to achieve a better life. Let go of the false idea that you canʼt
consciously control the infinite uncertainties surrounding your life, and discover the
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deep mental strength that is inherently yours. Itʼs time that you achieve the rich life
youʼve always dreamed of. Surrender old ideas about money. Embrace radical
concepts. You have the power to create and attract wealth
Follow Your Passion, Find Your Power
A Pocket Full of
A Happy Pocket Full of Money
A Pocket Full of Murder
The All-or-Nothing Marriage
A Novel
A Treasury of Nursery Rhymes
In 1846 a baby girl is born to a young Irish fisherman and his wife. It is the second year of the Great
Hunger and the young couple choose to remain in Ireland, while family and friends are leaving. Their
story takes place in the fishing village of Blackrock, Dundalk but with the cities of Liverpool and
Sunderland playing a critical part in their lives. Is their love for each other and their homeland
enough to sustain them, or will they be forced to join the one and a half million who emigrate? This is
the story of a young man's love for his wife and child and the struggle to provide for his family in one
of the darkest periods of Ireland's history.
A powerful guide to owning our emotions—even the difficult ones—in order to show up authentically
in the world, from the popular therapist behind the Instagram account @sitwithwhit. Every day, we’re
bombarded with pressure to be positive. From “good vibes only” and “life is good” memes, to endless
advice, to “look on the bright side,” we’re constantly told that the key to happiness is silencing
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negativity wherever it crops up, in ourselves and in others. Even when faced with illness, loss, breakups,
and other challenges, there’s little space for talking about our real feelings—and processing them so
that we can feel better and move forward. But if all this positivity is the answer, why are so many of us
anxious, depressed, and burned out? In this refreshingly honest guide, sought-after therapist Whitney
Goodman shares the latest research along with everyday examples and client stories that reveal how
damaging toxic positivity is to ourselves and our relationships, and presents simple ways to experience
and work through difficult emotions. The result is more authenticity, connection, and growth—and
ultimately, a path to showing up as you truly are.
If you think money can’t buy happiness, you’re not spending it right. Two rising stars in behavioral
science explain how money can buy happiness—if you follow five core principles of smarter spending.
If you think money can’t buy happiness, you’re not spending it right. Two rising stars in behavioral
science explain how money can buy happiness—if you follow five core principles of smarter spending.
Happy Money offers a tour of new research on the science of spending. Most people recognize that
they need professional advice on how to earn, save, and invest their money. When it comes to spending
that money, most people just follow their intuitions. But scientific research shows that those intuitions
are often wrong. Happy Money explains why you can get more happiness for your money by following
five principles, from choosing experiences over stuff to spending money on others. And the five
principles can be used not only by individuals but by companies seeking to create happier employees and
provide “happier products” to their customers. Elizabeth Dunn and Michael Norton show how
companies from Google to Pepsi to Crate & Barrel have put these ideas into action. Along the way, the
authors describe new research that reveals that luxury cars often provide no more pleasure than
economy models, that commercials can actually enhance the enjoyment of watching television, and that
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residents of many cities frequently miss out on inexpensive pleasures in their hometowns. By the end of
this book, readers will ask themselves one simple question whenever they reach for their wallets: Am I
getting the biggest happiness bang for my buck?
From her imaginative childhood to her career as an illustrator, designer, and animator for Walt
Disney Studios, Mary Blair wouldn't play by the rules. At a time when studios wanted to hire men and
think in black and white, Mary painted the world in color. Full color.
The 12 Principles of Wealth and Abundance
Pocket #4
Coronavirus: A Book for Children
The Little Book of Prosperity
Karmic Management
The One Command
Learning to Attract Wealth, Health, and Happiness

In this tender sequel to the New York Times bestseller and children's classic The
Kissing Hand, Audrey Penn provides parents with another tale of love and reassurance
to share with their children. Chester Raccoon has a baby brother—and the baby brother
is taking over his territory. When Chester sees his mother give his baby brother a
Kissing Hand—his Kissing Hand—he is overcome with sadness, but Mrs. Raccoon
soothes his fears with her own special brand of wisdom, finding just the right way to let
Chester know he is deeply loved. Brought to life by Barbara Leonard Gibson's warm
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illustrations, this story is perfect for families who are adjusting to all the changes new
members can bring.
Presents a collection of simple spells using crystals, water, herbs, plants, and candles to
achieve such things as success, love, luck, and good health.
A Happy Pocket Full of Money, first self-published in 2001, so impressed Rhonda
Byrne, that she asked David Gikandi to become a consultant on The Secret. In A
Happy Pocket Full of Money, Gikandi explains that true wealth is not about having
buckets of cash, but rather understanding the value within. True wealth flows out of
developing “wealth consciousness,” that incorporates gratitude, a belief in abundance,
and an ability to experience joy in life. He explores how recent discoveries in
theoretical physics are relevant for the creation of personal wealth and shows readers
how to create abundance by saving, giving, offering charity, and building happy
relationships. A Happy Pocket Full of Money features: How to use an internal mantra
to build wealth consciousness.-How to be conscious and deliberate about your thoughts
and intentions.How to decide, define, and set goals you can believe in.How to act on
your beliefs and overcome challenges.How to incorporate gratitude, giving, and faith to
experience abundance and joy in life. This inspirational book will change how you
view and create money, wealth, and happiness in your life.
"The premise of this book is that you are meant to lead a free, radiant, and wealthPage 15/25
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filled life; that you deserve to have all the money you want or need. Great riches are
within your grasp and can be accessed through the vast untapped resources of your
mind"-What Goes Around Comes Around in Your Business and Your Life
From Effectiveness to Greatness
The 8th Habit
Magic for Love, Money & Happiness
Happiness: A Guide to Creating Your Own Happiness, Instantly
Keeping It Real in a World Obsessed with Being Happy
Take Charge of Your Life
Nicole Nieman had never really thought about being Jewish.
Now, with the Nazis occupying France, refugees escaping to
the border with Switzerland frequently stay with her family.
Should they go, too? Then came the day when Nicole returned
home to find her parents and sister gone, and the Nazis were
looking for her. Where could she go? And would she ever see
her family again? A New York Times Outstanding Children’s
Book of the Year. Juvenile Fiction by Marilyn Sachs;
originally published by Doubleday
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READY FOR MORE MONEY THAN YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH? For too
long, the subject of money has been shrouded in fear,
secrecy, and anxiety. It's time to look behind the curtain
at money, while stepping into the empowered financial
reality that is available to you. Reading Rich As F*ck is
sure to ignite an avalanche of change in the most important
areas of your life. Once you finally see money for what it
is and realize your power over your finances, life will
never be the same. It's time you know the truth about money.
It's time for you to have more money than you know what to
do with. This is your blueprint.Whether you experience
debilitating anxiety when thinking about your bills, are
buried by debt, feel guilty for wanting more than you have,
are stuck in a feast-or-famine cycle, if money has always
been the problem for you and never a solution, or if you are
simply seeking the next steps on your path of financial
growth, this revolutionary book holds your answers. In Rich
As F*ck, Amanda Frances demystifies the topic of money,
cracking the code of financial liberation and abundance. Her
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magnetic words will open your heart and mind and help you
see the truth about how money actually works.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100
BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel
about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the
darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you
listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its
breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier
still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of
Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by
stealing when she encounters something she can’t
resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster
father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with
her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the
Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted
writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author
Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book
that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a
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place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by
Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS
ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Get to know the adorable, mischievous posies from "Ring
Around the Rosie" fame in this spin-off from the classic
rhyme, and see how the next time something is awry, you just
may need to check your pockets!Keywords:Re-versed Rhymes
series, classic Nursery Rhymes re-told with a twist, rhythm
and rhyme, humorous text, illustrations enhance meaning and
tone, compare and contrast traditional and non-traditional
versionsLexile: 520LGRL: J
The Science of Smarter Spending
Wealth Beyond Reason
Six Steps to Attract Wealth with the Power of Your Mind
What's in Your Pocket?
Fahrenheit 451
Why Chasing Money Is Stopping You from Receiving It
Infinite Wealth and Abundance in the Here and Now
"Nothing in Pocketful is as it seems."Loyalty.Family.Power.A code I never
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knew existed until now. A code that could destroy us all. Drowning in the sins
of our fathers, everything is coming to a head.It's sink or swim time. Too bad
I'm already drowning...Pocketful of Us is the fourth and concluding book in the
Pocket series. Because of its explicit sexual content, mature themes, bully
themes, potential triggers, and bad language, it is suitable for mature
readers.*Completed Series*Series in order: Pocketful of BlamePocketful of
ShamePocketful of YouPocketful of U
Presents a guide to building wealth consciousness, which is based on gratitude,
abundance, and joy, through discussions of concepts drawn from the law of
attraction and quantum physics.
In Tarreton, where the rich have all the magic they wish and the poor can
barely afford a spell to heat their homes, twelve-year-old Isaveth's father is
accused of murdering an influential citizen and Isaveth, aided by eccentric
street boy Quiz, tries to solve the magical murder mystery before her father is
executed.
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the
book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
Attract Wealth
Money, and the Law of Attraction
The Tiny Book of Big Manifesting
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The Magical World of Mary Blair, Disney Artist Extraordinaire
Wisdom for a Happier Life
Everything You Need to Know about the Law of Attraction
Pocket Full of Happiness
“Jeffrey Segal is an agent of change and a true alchemist. The Tiny Book of Big
Manifesting is a must-read for anyone who is looking to enhance their creative
expression and bring in a powerful awareness into their life.” —Shaman Durek,
bestselling author of Spirit Hacking You Can Make Your Dreams Come True! Let
this powerful little book guide you to the life you want to lead. You create every
waking minute of every day—in fact, every second. Even more specifically, with
every word you utter, you create. Once you realize and internalize this fact you
will be on the path to fulfillment. The Tiny Book of Big Manifesting is for anyone
looking to create the life they want. It provides easy to understand manifestation
techniques, along with a Code of Life by which to live. When the techniques and
the Code are combined and put into practice, life-changing events can start to
occur that will help turn dreams into reality. While many books have been written
on how to manifest and create a better life, The Tiny Book of Big Manifesting
differs because its author, Jeffrey Segal, brings forth new esoteric manifestation
techniques and incorporates a set of values to live by that together catalyze the
manifestation process in a way never before possible. Jeffrey put these methods
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and his Code into practice personally to create the life he truly wanted, moving
from being a highly successful attorney, to living his passion and serving others
by founding Mystic Journey Bookstore and Mystic Journey Crystals. If you are
looking for a book to help you create the life of your dreams, The Tiny Book of
Big Manifesting is the book for you!
Dennis the Menace, originally a comic strip introduced in 1951, expanded into a
comic book series; an American television series (1959-1963) starring Jay North,
Gloria Henry, Herbert Anderson, and Joseph Kearns; a 1986 animated television
series; and many subsequent television series, books, and feature films. Comic
book and animation historian Mark Arnold covers Dennis the Menace history
from its origins through the television series, the playground, and the
merchandise. Includes biographies of creator Hank Ketcham and the people
behind the scenes, Al Wiseman, Fred Toole, Owen Fitzgerald, Frank Hill, Bill
Williams, Lee Holley, Bob Bugg, Ron Ferdinand, and Marcus Hamilton, as well as
background on Mort Walker, Charles M. Schulz, Jay North, Gloria Henry, Herbert
Anderson, Joseph Kearns, Gale Gordon, Walter Matthau, Don Rickles, Joan
Plowright, Christopher Lloyd, Lea Thompson, George Kennedy, Betty White,
Robert Wagner, and Louise Fletcher. Foreword by Mort "Beetle Bailey" Walker.
460 illustrations, Indexed, and with a Comic Book Index and a TV episode guide.
About the author: Mark Arnold is a comic book an animation historian. He has
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written for various magazines, including Back Issue, Alter Ego, Hogan’s Alley,
Comic Book Artist, and Comic Book Marketplace. He is also the author of If
You’re Cracked, You’re Happy: The History of Cracked Mazagine(Vol. 1 and 2);
Mark Arnold Picks On The Beatles; Created and Produced by Total Television
Productions; Think Pink: The Story of DePatie-Freleng; The Best Of The
Harveyville Fun Times!; Frozen in Ice: The Story of Walt Disney Productions. He
lives in Eugene, Oregon.
An illustrated collection of sixty-four traditional nursery rhymes.
If you could have a conversation directly with Money, what would it say to you?
Love Money, Money Loves You is the answer to this question and the message is
breathtakingly simple. Money is the powerful energy that underlies every form of
exchange that takes place between human beings. It is an extraordinary system
for dealing with the billions of financial and material requests that are made by
humans every day - many of them hopelessly confused, often desperate. Money
speaks to us directly through this book, explaining simply, often with a sense of
humour, exactly how our financial requests are processed and delivered, why so
many of them never arrive and why we get so many bills, especially when we are
broke. This blueprint for making money is for people who haven't yet been able
to afford the lifestyle of their dreams but still believe they will - and for anyone
interested in exploring more deeply your relationship with money.
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Collecting Nature's Treasures
Rich As F*ck
Toxic Positivity
Pocket Full of Colors
A Pocket Full of Shells
More Money Than You Know What to Do With
How to Build a Well-Lived, Joyful Life

Playful, charming, quirky, joyous and heart-warming stories about positive
and uplifting values: love, happiness, freedom, pleasure, being yourself and
revelling in the wonders of what it means to be alive.
Wondering how to make the Law of Attraction work in your life? With the
publication of The Secret, the Law of Attraction has become a worldwide
phenomenon. Yet, many people are still not getting the results they want and
have been left disappointed and confused. Now motivational coach Bob Doyle,
one of the teachers featured in the film version of The Secret, dispels the
misconceptions and myths about the Law of Attraction and offers a practical,
easy-to-use program for creating abundance and happiness. Doyle addresses
head-on the objections, questions, and comments that many still have about
creating abundance to get the things they want in life. Follow Your Passion,
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Find Your Power is a down-to-earth, no-hype, motivational approach to take
control of your life and get the things you want. Doyle makes it clear that the
Law is not a personal development tool you can use the right way or the
wrong way; it's a profound statement of how energy works in the universe. It
has to do with paying attention, recognizing where you are, and aggressively
striving for what you want. It is all about passion, vision, and purpose. Get
clear on your vision for your life, and follow a step-by-step plan to live your
life by design.
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